A Universal Generator for Discrete Log-Concave Distributions. We give an algorithm that can be used to sample from any discrete log-concave distribution (e.g. the binomial and hypergeometric distributions). It is based on rejection from a discrete dominating distribution that consists of parts of the geometric distribution. The algorithm is uniformly fast for all discrete log-concave distributions and not much slower than algorithms designed for a single distribution.
Introduction
A discrete distribution on the integers is called log-concave if the probabilities Pk satisfy pZ k >>_ Pk-lPk+l for all k. Most of the classical discrete distributions like the binomial, Poisson, negative binomial and hypergeometric distributions are of this type (the only non log-concave distribution that has a chapter of its own in I-9] is the logarithmic series distribution). Among the less often used log-concave distributions contained in [9] are the P61ya-Eggenberger distribution with parameter s < 0 and the hyper-Poisson distribution with parameters 2 > 0 and 0 > 0. For the classical distributions fast methods for generating random numbers are given in the literature. On the other hand a simple black-box algorithm for arbitrary logconcave discrete distributions with given mode is suggested in [5] . The disadvantage of that rejection algorithm lies in the fact that it has an acceptance probability of less than 0.25 for any distribution which makes the algorithm very slow. The aim of this paper is to develop an universal algorithm that is not much slower than the special algorithms for the classical distributions and has a uniformly bounded execution time over the whole class of log-concave distributions.
The Method
For continuous log-concave distributions rejection algorithms with piecewise exponential envelopes that touch the density in several points were suggested (see e.g. [4] and [6] ). For discrete distributions an envelope with uniform centerparts and exponential tails was used in [10] and in the universal algorithm of [5] . We will apply a discrete dominating distribution consisting of several geometric parts as this leads to higher acceptance probabilities especially if the variance of the distribution is small. Each geometric part touches the desired distribution in two neighbouring points, log-concavity implies that the described envelope dominates the target distribution for all k. We have designed two algorithms: One with an arbitrary number of points of contact which is fast but has a slow set-up (the C-code is available on request), and the simplest and most important special case which will be explained in more detail in this paper. The dominating distribution consists of three parts: a uniform center touching in the mode and two geometric tails. We have 9(k) > Pk for all integers k and
where tlx denotes the point of contact on the left, trx the point of contact on the right-hand side of the mode m and al = log(p~,tx+l) ) -log(pax), ar = log(ptrx) -log(p(~r~_a)). Figure 1 compares--as an example--the probabilities of the binomial distribution (thick line s, n = 100, p = 0.2) with 9(k) (thin lines, tlx = 14, trx = 26). To generate random numbers of the discrete distribution with probabilities proportional to 9(k) it is first necessary to compute the largest k of the left tail (called bl in the algorithm below), the smallest k of the right tail (br), the mass of the three parts (called roll, vole and volr) and to use decomposition. To generate a sample from a discrete distribution with Pk = const" e (-"k) for 0 _< k _< c it is easy to verify that we can use X = [-log(U)/a] where U is uniformly distributed over the interval (e -ate+l), 1). This method is used to generate the left and right tail of the dominating distribution. As the evaluation of the probabilities is time consuming for most discrete distributions it is worth-while to use the exponential functions connecting the points of contact of the envelope as simple squeezes (shown as dashed lines in Fig. 1 ).
The above idea works with many choices of the points of contact on the left-hand side (called tlx) and on the right-hand side (trx). It is enough that the ascent of the logarithmic tangent al in tlx is positive and that ar in trx is negative to get a rejection algorithm with a bounded expected number of iterations to return one random deviate of a fixed distribution. But if we claim that the method can be applied to any discrete log-concave distribution in practice it is important that the expected number of iterations is uniformly bounded over all discrete log-concave distributions. In the sequel we will show that this is the case for simple choices of tIx and trx.
As a first step we will prove the following theorem for continuous distributions (which is implicitly contained in [4] section VII.2.6 by combining Theorem 2.6 10 2O . A continuous log-concave distribution has the property that the logarithm of the density is concave on its support.
Theorem 1. Let f(x), x >_ 0 be the density function of a continuous log-concave distribution with mode at 0. Then f is majorized by g(x) = min(f(O), f(xt)e O~ S(:,~))'(:,-*O) and ~o~ g(x)dx < t o = e/(e -1) for xt = to/f(O) which is the optimal choice for x t.
Proof" To deal with the worst case first we take the density fl(x) = e -x/'~ in the interval (0, to) and 0 elsewhere. It is obvious that 5g g(x)dx = to for x, < to/f(0) and
, which proves the optimality of the choice.
To complete the proof we denote the intersection between the two parts of 9 by
fo fx 
~'~= -oo g(k)
can be estimated by the same argument reflecting k at m.
~:_~ g(k) = (~:_~ g(k)) + (~=mg(k)) -g(m) <_ 2e/(e + 1) + Pm completes the proof. []
Theorem 2 gives a simple rule to choose the points tlx and trx such that the expected number of iterations is smaller than 3.164 + p,~ for any discrete log-concave distribution. But the minimax approach is by far not optimal for many standard distributions. In the symmetric case the minimax approach gives e/(2(e -1))/pro = 0.791/pm as the optimal distance between the mode and tlx. For the standard normal distribution it is possible to compute the optimal distance (see [4] p. 299 Theorem 2.6) resulting in tlx = x/~ = (1/x/~)/f(O) = 0.564/f(0). As the classical discrete dis~ tributions have the normal distribution as a limiting case we decided to take the optimal value for the normal distribution as the first choice in the algorithm below, but then the expected number of iterations, which is equal to volcompl, is not uniformly bounded over all log-concave distributions. Therefore, the value of the minimax approach is taken in the case that volcompl is larger than 3.164 + Pro" Thus Theorem 2 implies that the expected number of iterations in Algorithm DLC is below 3.164 + Pro.
The Algorithm
For most discrete log-concave distributions it is much faster to calculate log(pk) instead of Pk. Therefore we give the details of the universal algorithm for discrete log-concave distributions on the positive integers with given mode and computable log(Pk). 
1.3: [Compute the border to the center-part (bl), the ascent of 1og(gk) (al) and of the squeeze (sal) and the sum of the gk' S (roll) for the left tail.]
If 
1.5: [Compute the sum of the pk' S for the center-part (volc) and for the whole envelope (volcompl).]
Set 2.4 Generate a uniform random number V and set V ~ log(V) + lek.
[Testing the left "squeeze"]
If k > m go to step 2.6. If roll > 0 and k >_ tlx and V <_ logpm -(m -k). sal return k, else go to step 2.7.
[Testing the right "squeeze"]
If volr > 0 and k <_ trx and V <_ logpm -(m -k) 9 sar return k.
[Final acceptance test]
If V <_ log(pk) return k, else go to step 2.
Remark: Adding 10 -1~ in steps 1.3 and 1.4 guarantees that the intersections between centerpart and tails are rounded towards the tails of the distribution.
Comparison of Algorithms
First we compare our method with the generator given in [5] . The advantage of our generator lies in the fact that the expected number of iterations is much lower, even in the worst case it is 3.164 + p,, compared with 4 + p,, of Devroye's algorithm. For four classical distributions (Poisson, binomial, negative binomial and hypergeometric distributin) we computed the expected number of iterations for many choices of the parameters, it was always well below 1.2, in most cases even below 1.15. Of course this implies that the expected number of uniforms required is much lower for Algorithm DLC as well. Comparative timings with the four classical distributions showed that for fixed parameters DLC is bewteen four and six times faster, on the other hand our algorithm requires a longer setup. Therefore, DLC is not much faster if the parameters of the distribution vary after every call. We are convinced that the lower amount of uniform random numbers and the higher speed in the fixed parameter situation justify the more complicated coding (59 C-statements compared with 22) for most applications especially as an universal agorithm is coded only once for a variety of possible applications.
In a second step we compared specialized uniformly fast algorithms for the four classical distributions with our universal method (the evaluation of log(pk) was implemented using the Stirling approximation). At first the code of any of the specialized algorithms is at least as long as Algorithm DLC because all of them utilize two different methods, one for low values of the expectation and one for high ones whereas DLC works for any parameter constellation.
For the Poisson and binomial distributions, the fastest known algorithms ( [2] , [7] and [11] , [8] ) are about two times faster than DLC, the comparable simple uniformly fast algorithms ( [1] , [3] , [13] ) are about as fast as DLC in the fixed parameter situation. In the varying parameter situation DLC is not competitive, because the setup takes four to six times longer than the generation of one random number.
For the hypergeometric and negative binomial distributions the fastest known algorithms (cf. [12] , [10] and [4] p. 543) have about the same speed as DLC in the fixed parameter case. For the hypergeometric distribution DLC is competitive for the varying parameter situation as well. The set-up is faster than the set-up of the algorithm in [10] and about 50 percent slower than the set-up of the algorithm in E123.
